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C. HP DigitalSending Software v.4 using secondary e-mail feature only
D. HP Digital Sending Software v.4 using secondary e-mail feature and a third-party
application

Answer: D

QUESTION: 56
What are HIPPAA and Sarbanes-Oxley?

A. open standards for sharing data
B. HPthird-party solutions partners
C. North American privacy and security mandates
D. techniques to secure networked imaging and printing devices

Answer: C

QUESTION: 57
An employee of the Human Resources department prints sensitive data on a personal
printer at her desk for privacy reasons. Because of a new company strategy, all local
printers have to be removed. Every department will have high volume printers available
in a service quad. Which solutions allow the printing of confidential information at a
desired time, like when the employee stands at the printer? (Select two.)

A. use pull printing
B. use the job retention option in the printer driver
C. use the cover page option in the driver to print "confidential"
D. use the watermark option in the printer driver to print "confidential" on every page

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 58
Which industries are most likely to be required to comply with government regulations
concerning privacy and/or reporting? (Select two.)

A. retail
B. medical
C. chemical
D. education
E. automotive
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Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 59
The Department of Labor prints documents for use in several different training rooms l
located in separate buildings. Carrying boxes of training documents between buildings
has become an issue. How can you solve this problem most efficiently?

A. suggest that students prints their own document to bring with them to the training
B. store the documents on the trainers' laptops and print the documents from devices near
the classrooms
C. suggest the customer pre-print the documents and have them delivered to each
classroom prior to training
D. set up HP devices with pull-printing solutions close to each classroom so the
documents can be printed at the location needed

Answer: C

QUESTION: 60
What is considered a device extension?

A. PM kit
B. leveling kit
C. Bardimm
D. transfer roller

Answer: A
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